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REACHING STUDENTS AT ILLINOIS AND BUILDING GENUINE, LOVING DISCIPLES OF CHRIST

Missionaries on the campus of
University of Illinois with Illini
Life Christian Fellowship

Support Raising
Starbucks & Panera
As many of you know Nick has been traveling
this semester to focus on expanding our
support team with Reliant. As he bounces
around the suburbs of Chicago much of life
looks the same at an initial glance. The sounds
and smells of Starbucks or Panera Bread fill the
background as he has a conversation about the
work God is doing in the lives of students at U
of I. His heart rate rises, in part due to the
coffee, mostly though due to excitement about
God, His redemptive work, and the chance to
be a part of that.
Amy, back on campus can be found in a similar
setting. Hands wrapped around a cup of tea,
she listens to life updates, questions about
scripture, and excitement about God as one of
the girls she meets with regularly shares. Her
heart rate rises, encouraged by the opportunity
to disciple this young lady, she speaks words of
truth and affirmation.
Nick in the suburbs of Chicago meeting with
adults, Amy in Champaign meeting with college
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students. Nick seeking individuals to partner
with the work God is doing through them. Amy
seeking to make loving disciples of Christ out
of college students.
Ministry is the life they have been called to
and be it meeting with potential new partners,
or students, God is present and active.
Thank you for all you do in partnering with
Reliant on our behalf to make this ministry
possible. We hope you’ll pray with us for a
fruitful season of support raising and a quick
return to campus for Nick.
If you’d like to begin giving to Reliant on our
behalf visit reliant.org/nick.modrzejewski
If you have any friends or family that might be
excited about the work we’re doing we would
love to get in touch with them. Email Nick to
let him know.

Prayer Requests

• We’re currently at 72% of our needed monthly
•
•
•

support, covering salary and cost of ministry.
For additional monthly support.
Safe travels for Nick.
For the students Amy is discipling to grow in their
love and devotion to Christ.

